Exchange Students News

In the summer of 2008, two exchange students with Michael Wong (Xuejiao Tang) and Mason Tomson (Weichun Yang) completed their one year visit and went back to Nankai. We now have one new exchange student (Lunliang Zhang with Mason Tomson), one continuing exchange student (Zongming Xiu with Pedro Alvarez) and three new graduate students (Mengyan Li with Pedro Alvarez, Nan Zhang with Mason Tomson, Pei Dong with Jun Lou in Mechanical Engineering) sponsored by China. Overall, these students and visiting professors have proven to be excellent in their technical field and we benefited greatly by their contribution to the Engineering School and research. Several peer reviewed papers have been written jointly or are in the process of being published directly from contribution by these students. Three CEE faculties (Alvarez, Li, and Tomson) have joint research projects with Nankai faculty and students.

- 2008-2009    Luliang Zhang  - Exchange student with Professor Mason Tomson
- 2008-         Nan Zhang - Grad Student with Professor Mason Tomson
- 2008-         Mengyan Li - Grad Student with Professor Pedro Alvarez
- 2008-         Pei Dong - Grad student with Jun Lou in Mechanical Engineering
- 2007- 2008    Xuejiao Tang - Exchange student with Dr. Michael Wong
- 2007-         Zongming Xiu  Exchange Student with Professor Pedro Alveraz
- 2007- 2008    Weichun Yang Visiting Scholar with Professor Mason Tomson
- 2007 Summer   Alison Harris Visiting student with Professor Wei Chen in China
- 2005-2006     Xiaoyan Kuo  Visiting Scholar with Professor Mark Wiesner